Lattice QCD indicates a large amount of entropy associated with the heavy quark-antiquark pair immersed in the quark-gluon plasma. This entropy grows as a function of the inter-quark distance giving rise to an entropic force that can be very effective in dissociating the bound quarkonium states. In addition, the lattice data show a very sharp peak in the heavy quark-antiquark entropy at the deconfinement transition. Since the quark-gluon plasma around the deconfinement transition is strongly coupled, we employ the holographic correspondence to study the entropy associated with the heavy quark-antiquark pair in two theories: i) N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills and ii) a confining Yang-Mills theory obtained by compactification on a Kaluza-Klein circle. In both cases we find the entropy growing with the inter-quark distance and evaluate the effect of the corresponding entropic forces. In the case ii), we find a sharp peak in the entropy near the deconfinement transition, in agreement with the lattice QCD results. This peak in our holographic description arises because the heavy quark pair acts as an eyewitness of the black hole formation in the bulk -the process that describes the deconfinement transition. In terms of the boundary theory, this entropy likely emerges from the entanglement of a "long string" connecting the quark and antiquark with the rest of the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The studies of heavy quarkonium at finite temperature are expected to advance the understanding of QCD plasma and to clarify the nature of the deconfinement transition. It was originally proposed [1] to use quarkonium suppression in heavy ion collisions as a way to detect the Debye screening in the quark-gluon plasma. The subsequent experimental studies of quarkonium production in nuclear collisions at different energies however revealed a puzzle -the charmonium suppression observed at RHIC [2] (lower energy density) appeared stronger than at LHC [3] (larger energy density). This is in contrast to both the Debye screening scenario [1] and the thermal activation [7] through the impact of gluons [8, 9] . One possible solution to this puzzle is the recombination of the produced charm quarks into charmonia [4, 5] .
However, recently it was argued [10] that an anomalously strong suppression of charmonium near the deconfinement transition can be a consequence of the nature of deconfinement. The argument put forward in [10] was based on the lattice QCD results [11] [12] [13] [14] indicating a large amount of entropy associated with the heavy quark-antiquark pair placed in the quark-gluon plasma. This entropy S was found to grow as a function of the distance L between the quark and antiquark on the lattice [11] [12] [13] [14] . The proposal of [10] is that this entropy should give rise to the emergent entropic force
where T is the temperature of the plasma. It has been found that the repulsive entropic force leads to a strong suppression of charmonium states near the deconfinement transition. The leading role of the entropic force in the deconfinement transition itself has been conjectured [10] , as well as a possible relation of the observed peak in the entropy near the deconfinement transition to the "long string" condensation [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
In this paper, we investigate the microscopic origin of the entropy associated with the heavy quark pair in nonAbelian plasma using the holographic correspondence [28] [29] [30] . We conclude that the narrow and strong peak in the entropy associated with the heavy quark pair near the transition temperature is indeed related to the nature of deconfinement, and in holographic description originates from the entropy of a long fundamental string at the bottom of the confining geometry which is absorbed into a black hole horizon at the deconfinement transition. This peak is absent in the conformal N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, but emerges in a confining Yang-Mills theory obtained by compactification of the fifth dimension [31] . On the boundary, this entropy has to be attributed [14] . (Right) Lattice QCD result for the entropy of the quark-antiquark pair as a function of the separation r (denoted as L in this paper) at temperature T ∼ 1.3 Tc; from [14] . The arrow on the right points the value of the entropy T S∞ at the large distance limit, which corresponds to the left figure. to long-range, delocalized excitations entangled with the heavy quark pair that can indeed be described as the "long string".
We also study the entropic force in strongly coupled gauge theories through the holographic correspondence. It turns out that the entropic force resulting from the distribution of heavy quarks in configuration space is sub-leading in the strong coupling limit, and the dynamics is dominated by the repulsive entropic force arising from the entropy of the QCD string and the attractive quark-antiquark force. The sub-leading entropic force associated with the distribution of quarks is however responsible for the real-time Einstein diffusion of quarks in the plasma once the bound state is dissociated; also, at realistic values of the 't Hooft coupling it does contribute to the balance of repulsive entropic and attractive potential forces and shortens the distance at which the bound states are dissociated.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we discuss and analyze the available lattice results on the entropy of heavy quark pair in QCD plasma. In section III we compute the entropy of the heavy quark pair in N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory and in the confining Yang-Mills theory. In section IV we use the results for the entropy to study the entropic mechanism of quarkonium destruction. Finally, in section V we summarize and discuss our findings.
II. THE ENTROPY OF THE HEAVY QUARK PAIR IN QCD PLASMA
Lattice QCD studies indicate a large amount of additional entropy associated with the presence of static quarkantiquark pair immersed in the QCD plasma [11] [12] [13] [14] , see Fig. 1 . The lattice data shown in Fig. 1 (left) indicates the large distance limit of the entropy associated with the quark antiquark pair. Fig.1 (right) shows that this entropy grows as the distance r between the quarks increases. The entropy growth is steep below a certain critical distance r c ∼ 1 fm, and then it saturates at a constant value. The entropy observed at large distances thus can be attributed to the physics just below/around the critical distance. This dependence allows one to define the entropy S ∞ at a large distance exceeding r c and study its temperature dependence -this leads to a very pronounced peak around the transition temperature shown in Fig.1 (left) . The value of the entropy at the peak is S ∞ (T = T c ) 16.5 [14] , corresponding to exp(S ∞ ) 1.5 × 10 7 states. This large entropy is inconsistent with the picture of Debye screening based on weak coupling, as we will now discuss.
Indeed, the recent lattice study of the equation of state in (2 + 1) flavor QCD by the HotQCD Collaboration [15] indicates that the deconfinement and chiral restoration transitions occur at the temperature 145 MeV < T < 163 MeV, consistent with the earlier results from [16, 17] . In the middle of the crossover region at T c = 155 MeV the entropy density of the plasma is s c = (5.34± 5 which is three times smaller than the additional entropy S ∞ (T = T c ) 16.5 [14] associated with the static quark-antiquark pair. This suggests that the presence of the heavy quark pair is felt at distances significantly exceeding the screening length L D . Note that S ∞ does not even include the entropy associated with different placement of heavy quarks in configuration space, and is not significantly affected by the presence of light quarks -the entropy for different numbers N f = 0, 2, 3 of flavors is very similar, see Fig. 1 (Left) . The entropy associated with the heavy quark pair should thus arise entirely from the additional gauge field configurations that can exist in exp(S ∞ ) ∼ 1.5 × 10 7 states.
Let us further quantify this argument. The screening radius of the heavy quark-antiquark potential at T c is L D 0.3 fm [18] , and naively one would expect that the additional entropy due to the presence of the heavy quark pair separated by a large distance L ∞ L D cannot exceed the total entropy of the plasma regions within the Debye spheres of the quark and antiquark given by
1.2. Indeed, in the mean field treatment the quarks affect the plasma only at distances L ≤ L D , and the polarization induced by them is relatively weak and can only slightly change the entropy density of the plasma within the Debye sphere -so the additional entropy density should be much smaller than s c . Therefore, in the Debye screening picture, S D can be considered as a safe upper bound on the additional entropy induced by the presence of the heavy quark pair.
The fact that the observed entropy S ∞ (T = T c ) 16.5 is more than an order of magnitide larger than S D 1.2,
S D indicates that in the transition region around T = T c the heavy quark pair is entangled with the QCD plasma at distances that far exceed the screening radius of the potential. A possible way to accommodate this observation is to assume that the heavy quark pair around T = T c is connected by a "long string" that does not contribute to the internal quark-antiquark energies at distances exceeding the screening length L > L D , but does contribute to the entropy of the system.
At the very least, the lattice data indicate a dramatic breakdown of the weak coupling, mean field approach to heavy quark screening near the deconfinement transition region and calls for a use of a method valid at strong coupling. Because of this, we will rely on the holographic gauge/gravity correspondence and investigate the entropy associated with the heavy quark pair within two different theories: N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory that at T = 0 possesses conformal invariance, and pure Yang-Mills (YM) theory that possesses confinement at low temperatures and the deconfinement phase transition [31] .
III. THE ENTROPY OF THE HEAVY QUARK PAIR FROM HOLOGRAPHY
Using the AdS/CFT correspondence [28] [29] [30] , we will now evaluate the additional entropy associated with adding a color singlet heavy quark-antiquark pair to the non-Abelian plasma. In this section, we demonstrate the emergence of the entropy using two examples: i) N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory and ii) pure Yang-Mills (YM) theory [31] . The latter is realized only as a low energy limit, and our high temperature phase corresponds to a SYM theory in 5 spacetime dimensions compactified on a circle of radius 1/M KK .
A. The entropy of quark pair in N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory
The calculation of the quark-antiquark potential at zero temperature in the N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory was given in [32, 33] , and was extended to the finite temperature case in [34] . We follow the latter approach to derive the entropic force acting on a quark-antiquark pair in a hot N = 4 SYM plasma.
In the AdS/CFT correspondence, the free energy of a quark-antiquark pair is equal to an on-shell action of the fundamental string in the dual gravity geometry, with asymptotic separation L taken to be equal to the inter-quark distance. The AdS 5 Schwarzschild black hole geometry is
where
T /r 4 and r T ≡ πR 2 T , with a temperature T of the gauge theory. R is the AdS radius that is related to the gauge theory coupling constant as R 4 = 2l 4 s λ where λ ≡ g 2 YM N c is the 't Hooft coupling, and N c is the number of colors. We follow the calculation of [34] and obtain the on-shell action of the fundamental string as
We have redefined the radial coordinate in the AdS as U ≡ r/R 2 . The string is bent down toward the black hole horizon, and is U-shaped. U min is the lowest position of the fundamental string in the AdS Schwarzschild geometry. For a given U min , the inter-quark distance can be calculated by integrating the equation of motion of the fundamental string, as
Eliminating U min in (3) and (4), we obtain the quark-antiquark free energy as a function of L and T .
If L is large enough, the fundamental string breaks in two pieces and the quarks are screened. The free energy for this case is given as
which is nothing but the proper length of two fundamental strings extending from the black hole horizon to the AdS boundary. Comparing the two free energies F
str and F
str , we find that quarks are completely screened (F
str is favored) if L > c/T where numerically c 0.240.
Let us calculate the entropy S = −∂F/∂T . For the screened L > c/T , we easily obtain
To evaluate the entropy for L < c/T , we rewrite (4) with
Numerically, for the region of our interest L < c/T , this expression can be approximated by ignoring the "horizon effect" (π/u min ) 4 within a few percent error as
where d ≡ 2 √ πΓ(3/4)/Γ(1/4) 1.20. Using this, the free energy is
Then, the entropy is
Again, ignoring the "horizon effect", this can be approximated by
This is the approximate expression for the entropy of the quark antiquark pair for L < c/T . Together with (6), the behavior of the entropy is shown in Fig.2 . While we qualitatively reproduce the growth of the entropy with the inter-quark distance, the theory does not possess a deconfinement transition, and the entropy at large distance does not depend on the temperature. To be able to address the behavior around the deconfinement transition, we need a theory which at T = 0 possesses confinement. 
str ).
B. The entropy of heavy quark pair in a confining Yang-Mills theory
A well-known way to obtain a pure Yang-Mills theory in 4 dimensions in AdS/CFT is to start with a SYM in 5 dimensions and compactify it on a Kaluza-Klein (KK) circle x 4 ∼ x 4 +2π/M KK with anti-periodic boundary condition for fermions [31] . In the low energy limit the theory is expected to be identical to the pure Yang-Mills theory. At high temperatures, the theory is in a deconfined phase with a dual gravity metric
This metric is nothing but a black D4-brane with temperature [42]
where U = U KK is the black brane horizon with f (U ) ≡ 1 − (U KK /U ) 3 , and R is related to the gauge coupling constant in 4 dimensions as λ = 2R
3 M KK /l 2 s . The free energy of a fundamental string in this geometry was calculated in [34] , and we follow that computation. At L < c /T with c ∼ 0.278, the quark is not screened when seen from the antiquark, and we obtain
.
Here we have made a redefinition U = su min R 3 T 2 . For the screened L > c /T , the free energy is
The entropy can be calculated in the same manner, within the same approximation. We find
0.86. On the other hand, for L > c /T , we again find a constant entropy,
The behavior of the entropy as a function of L looks quite similar to the case of the N = 4 SYM in Fig. 2 -the only difference is a larger power of L for L < c /T . Let us now check how the entropy at large L depends on the temperature. The deconfinement transition in the gauge/gravity model occurs at the critical temperature T c = M KK /2π. For T < T c , the geometry does not depend on the temperature. So the free energy of the quark antiquark pair, which is the free energy of the fundamental string, is independent of the temperature, and is proportional to L at large L = L ∞ because of the confining geometry,
where σ QCD in the first term is the QCD string tension as computed in the gauge/gravity model,
The second term is F
str at T = T c . The approximation employed here is that the string shape is almost rectangular, which is a good approximation for large L = L ∞ . In the confining phase at T < T c the free energy does not depend on T , so the entropy vanishes,
On the other hand, in the deconfined phase at T > T c , the entropy is nonzero and is given by Eq. (18) .
When the temperature approaches the critical temperature T c , the free energy jumps from the value (19) to the value (5). Therefore we get an entropy given by the delta function at T = T c with a positive coefficient that reflects the jump in the free energy. To summarize, the entropy at large L = L ∞ is given by
A schematic plot of this entropy as a function of the temperature is shown in Fig.3 .
In the real QCD, the deconfinement transition is a cross-over, and so the delta-function will be smeared. Furthermore, the model we consider is not a good approximation to QCD at high temperature as the gauge/gravity model is not asymptotically free, so the behavior at very high T cannot be trusted. Keeping these simplifications of the model in mind, we may say that the entropy formula (22) captures the characteristic behavior of the entropy found in lattice QCD [14] , Fig.1 (left) , and most importantly reproduces the sharp peak at the transition temperature. We will make a more detailed comparison to the lattice data in the next section.
The sudden peak of the entropy at T = T c from the holographic viewpoint can be attributed to the process of black hole formation as detected by the quark-antiquark pair. Indeed, suppose we gradually increase the temperature from T = 0 in the presence of the very long fundamental string connecting the quark and antiquark at large distances. The string creeps at the bottom of the confining geometry. The long string can fluctuate but this costs a large energy comparable to the confining scale (QCD string tension at zero temperature). Now, when the temperature reaches the critical temperature T c , the background geometry is suddenly replaced by that with a large black hole. Typically the The horizontal axis is the holographic direction U , and the vertical axis is our 3-dimensional space. The quark-antiquark pair is connected by a fundamental string hung down from the boundary of the geometry (located at the right edge of each figure) . (Left) At low temperatures, and at a large inter-quark distance L, the string creeps at the bottom of the geometry. (Right) For a temperature higher than the critical temperature Tc, the string is divided into two parts. The dashed line is the would-be string at the horizon just at T = Tc resulting in the peak of the entropy associated with the quark-antiquark pair.
location of the black hole horizon is exactly at the same place where the bottom of the confining geometry used to be because it is a Hawking-Page transition -so the long fundamental string is placed at the horizon, see Fig.4 . The string at the horizon has a vanishing effective tension because of the red shift, and the fluctuation does not cost any energy -thus the effective temperature becomes infinite and the entropy diverges. This simple argument may thus explain the peak of the quark pair entropy at T = T c . The peak observed in the lattice data in Fig.1 (left) from the holographic viewpoint thus can be interpreted as reflecting the formation of the black hole horizon.
IV. COMPARISON TO LATTICE QCD, AND ENTROPIC DESTRUCTION OF QUARKONIUM
In the previous sections we established the existence of the entropy associated with the heavy quark pair both in i) N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills and in ii) the confining Yang-Mills theories. In both cases the entropy first increases as a function of the inter-quark distance L, and then becomes independent of L. These qualitative features are in agreement with the lattice observations [14] , and lead to the entropic force inducing quarkonium dissociation [10] . However the dependence of the entropy S ∞ at large inter-quark distance on the temperature is very different in the considered theories i) and ii). In N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills we get a temperature-independent value S ∞ = √ 2λ, see (6) . This is in sharp contrast to the lattice results, see Fig. 1 (Left), that show a sharp peak in S ∞ near the deconfinement transition temperature.
On the other hand, the holographic confining Yang-Mills theory [31] produces the entropy (22) that has a sharp delta-function peak around the deconfinement transition, in a qualitative agreement with the lattice data. Let us try to make a semi-quantitative comparison of our holographic result (22) with the data. We choose to measure the entropy at the distance L ∞ = 1/T c which is already in the screening regime (5) of the free energy; this is also consistent with the lattice results, see Fig. 1 (right) that shows the flattening of the entropy at L 1 fm = 1/T c for T c = 200 MeV as for N f = 2 QCD [14] . The integral over the delta-function peak then yields
Tuning the coupling λ of our theory to describe the physical QCD string tension of σ QCD 0.8 GeV/fm and using T c = 200 MeV as for N f = 2 QCD [14] we get the value S ∞ dT 0.8 GeV that is to be compared to the lattice data.
We can estimate the integral over the entropy peak in the lattice data as S lat ∞ dT S peak (T u − T l ), where S peak = 16.5 [14] is the entropy at T = T c , and T u and T l are the temperatures above and below T c at which the entropy is equal to 0.5 S peak . The paper [14] gives the values of T u = 1.07 T c and T l = 0.89 T c leading to S lat ∞ dT 0.18 T c S peak 0.6 GeV, where as before we used T c = 200 MeV for N f = 2 QCD [14] . This value of the integral is reasonably close to the prediction of the holographic model, S ∞ dT 0.8 GeV. We thus conclude that our holographic approach provides an adequate description of the lattice results in the transition region.
Let us now discuss the dependence of the entropy on the inter-quark distance L. The lattice data (see Fig. 1  (right) ) shows that the entropy grows with L, and then saturates at some critical distance. We can compare this behavior of the lattice data to our holographic predictions from supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory shown in Fig.2 . One can observe that the gross features of the L-dependence -increase with L followed by a saturation at some critical distance -are captured by our approach, even though the detailed shape is not reproduced. In the confining Yang-Mills theory at temperatures above the deconfinement transition the dependence of the entropy on inter-quark distance is similar, with a somewhat steeper growth at small L, see (17) . The growth of the entropy with the distance in our approach is responsible for the entropic force (1) that tends to destroy the bound quark-antiquark states.
We can now examine the value of the entropy at large distance. The lattice value at T = 1.3 T c (shown by the arrow on Fig. 1, right) is S ∞ = 1.63 [14] . The large distance limit of the entropy in supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory at large T is given holographically by (6), which is S ∞ = √ 2λ. Let us choose the value of the coupling λ = 5.5 determined [37] by fitting the quark-antiquark short-distance Coulomb force to the lattice data. Then the holographic estimate for N = 4 SYM is S ∞ 3.3, within a factor of two from the lattice QCD result. In the confining Yang-Mills theory, the value of the entropy at large distance is given by (22) with T c = M KK /2π: S ∞ = (8λ/9) T /T c . Using the same value of the coupling λ = 5.5 at T = 1.3 T c we get an estimate S ∞ 6.3, within a factor of four from the lattice QCD result. Note that the agreement between the lattice QCD and the confining holographic Yang-Mills worsens at high temperatures, possibly reflecting the lack of asymptotic freedom in the latter theory. Now, basing on the holographic calculation of the quark-antiquark entropy and the corresponding entropic force (1), we can evaluate the critical distance at which the heavy quark-antiquark pair is to be destructed. Let us consider first the short distance regime L < 0.24/T in which the entropy is given by (11) :
where d ≡ 2 √ πΓ(3/4)/Γ(1/4) 1.20. The entropic force (1) is then
The concept of the entropic force relies on the assumption that the number of interactions needed to change L substantially is very large. The ensemble average is thus performed over the continuous three-dimensional Gaussian probability distribution
defined as follows: after time t the particle will be located between L and L + dL with the probability P (L)dL normalized by P (L)dL = 1, and q(t) is the most probable value of r(L). It is well known that the Gaussian distribution as a limit of Bernoullian distributions when the number of steps in a walk becomes very large [35] .
Performing the Gaussian ensemble averaging of (25), we get
In addition, we have to consider the entropic force due to the L-dependence of the number of states. Consider a particle released at the origin L = 0. The number of states for the particle at distances between L and L + dL is proportional to the volume dV (L) = 4πL 2 dL ≡ Ω(L)dL, and the corresponding L-dependent part of the entropy is
where we put the Boltzmann constant k = 1. The resulting entropic force is
Perfoming the Gaussian average of (29), we get
Both entropic forces considered above point outward, since both (24) and (28) grow when the distance L between the quark and antiquark increases.
These entropic forces are balanced by the attractive quark-antiquark potential which in N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory is of Coulomb type and is given by [32, 33] 
with the corresponding force
At short distances L that we consider the temperature dependence of this potential is weak and can be neglected for our estimate. The Gaussian ensemble average of (32) yields
Balancing the attractive Coulomb force (33) against the entropic forces (27) and (30) ,
we get
Let us first consider the solution in the strong coupling limit λ → ∞ appropriate for the classical gravity approximation in the bulk. In this limit we can neglect the last term in (35) ; introducing a dimensionless variable t ≡ qT , we find the equilibrium value of t = t 0 : (36) note that this expression is independent of the coupling λ. Since the inter-quark distance x in three spatial dimensions is related to q by q 2 = 2x 2 , we find from (36)
which is our final result for the strong coupling N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills case. Numerically, we find 
which is somewhat below the size of the ground state of charmonium. It is interesting to note that this distance scale emerges from the prefactor of T −2 in (37) which is a pure number.
The fact thatx 0 (T ) ∼ T −1 is of course a consequence of conformal invariance of the theory -T is the only dimensionful scale in the problem. In this conformal case, (35) suggests the following interpretation of the scalē x 0 (T ). At x <x 0 (T ), the Coulomb force dominates, and the appropriate formulation of the quark-antiquark bound state problem is in terms of the Coulomb potential. At x >x 0 (T ), the entropic force becomes stronger than the Coulomb one, and it pulls the bound state apart, leading to the dissociation of quarkonium. In this regime, to describe the real-time dynamics of the process one would have to include the drag force on heavy quarks, which is also ∼ √ λ [38, 39] -same order in the coupling as both the Coulomb force and the entropic force (27) .
As the temperature increases,x 0 (T ) ∼ T −1 shrinks, leading to the dissociation of smaller and smaller quarkonium states -this is consistent with the "sequential quarkonium suppression" scenario [40] . The monotonic dependence of x 0 (T ) on temperature is a consequence of conformal invariance of N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.
The entropic force (30) is suppressed relative to (27) by 1/ √ λ; if we include this sub-leading term in (35), we get a quartic equation. Since the general solution of this equation is quite cumbersome, it is convenient to fix the value of the coupling constant λ prior to solving it. We choose again the value of the coupling λ = 5.5 determined [37] from the fitting of the Coulomb potential (31) to the Coulomb part of the quark-antiquark potential measured in lattice QCD; in QCD, it corresponds to α s = λ/(4πN ) 0.15 where N = 3 is the number of colors. With this value of the coupling, the quartic equation (35) has a single real and positive root, t 0 0.2355. It corresponds to the following mean distance squared:
At temperature T = 200 MeV we getx
which as expected is a little smaller than (38) and corresponds to the large contribution of the entropic force to the suppression of charmonium states at T c .
In the confining Yang-Mills theory, the growth of the quark-antiquark entropy with the distance L is even faster (17), ∼ L 4 than ∼ L 3 in the N = 4 supersymmetric YM case, and thus can lead to a stronger entropic force. To compare the numerical values of the entropy in these cases, we can evaluate it at L = 0.24/T c and temperature just above T c -for the confining YM we get S(L = 0.24/T c ) 0.74 and for the N = 4 supersymmetric YM S(L = 0.24/T c ) 0.98. In addition, the entropy in the case of confining Yang-Mills theory possesses a sharp peak at T c shown in Fig. 3 and this strongly enhances the entropic force at T = T c . We thus conclude that around the deconfinement transition the entropic destruction of charmonium states should be very effective.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The large amount of entropy associated with the heavy quark-antiquark pair immersed in the quark-gluon plasma found by the lattice QCD [11] [12] [13] [14] indicates a strong degree of entanglement between the pair and the rest of the system. The strong and sharp peak in the entropy of the quark-antiquark pair at the deconfinement transition is a salient and previously unexplained feature of the lattice data. It is very likely that the quark-gluon plasma around the deconfinement transition is strongly coupled -therefore in this paper we have used the holographic correspondence to study the entropy associated with the heavy quark-antiquark pair in two theories: i) N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills and ii) a confining Yang-Mills theory obtained by compactification on a Kaluza-Klein circle [31] .
In both cases we have found the entropy growing with the inter-quark distance, and thus giving rise to the entropic forces that tend to destroy the bound quarkonium states. Moreover, in the case of the confining Yang-Mills theory we have found a sharp peak in the quark-antiquark entropy at the deconfinement transition, in accord with the lattice QCD. The strength of this peak in our description is within ∼ 25% from the lattice value. The peak of the quark-antiquark entropy around the deconfinement transition temperature T c supports the proposal [10] that the charmonium suppression driven by the entropic force should be the strongest in this temperature range.
The origin of this peak in the holographic description is intriguing -it arises because the heavy quark pair acts as an eyewitness of the black hole formation in the confining (at low temperatures) bulk geometry. This process of black hole formation is the dual holographic representation of the deconfinement transition on the boundary. From this viewpoint, the entropy associated with the quark-antiquark pair is the right quantity to detect the temperature at which the deconfinement occurs.
